
      

Erasmus Mundus Master Course  in 
European Literary Cultures - CLE  

APPLICATION MASTER CLE - CHECKLIST   
  

  Documents required for the application  Online* 

1.  Online Application form  □  

2.  Copy of a valid international passport or national ID card (accepted only 
for EU students) 
[SMITHMarc-IDENTITY.pdf ] ;  

□  

3.  Copy of the diploma  
or document issued by the University of origin stating the estimated date to obtain 
the degree. [SMITHMarc-DIPLOMA.pdf ] ; 

□  

4.  Transcript of records  
[SMITHMarc-TRANSCRIPT.pdf ]  

 

□  

5.  Documents giving evidence of the level of proficiency in the  
required language (minimum B1 level) English   
(diploma or University exams or language certificates)  
[SMITHMarc-LANGUAGE1.pdf;  SMITHMarc-LANGUAGE2.pdf;SMITHMarc- 
LANGUAGE3.pdf ]  

 
□   

 6. Documents giving evidence of the level of proficiency in the required 
languages (minimum B2 level for the entrance university and, for students 
choosing three destinations in their mobility plan, a minimum B1 level in one of 

the languages of the university chosen for the second academic year)   
(diploma or University exams or language certificates)  
[SMITHMarc-LANGUAGE1.pdf;  SMITHMarc-LANGUAGE2.pdf;SMITHMarc- 
LANGUAGE3.pdf ]  

 
□  

  Documents giving evidence of the level of proficiency in other languages 
(optional)  
 

□  

In order to apply for possible financial supports, the following documents are also required.   
These documents must be uploaded on the same application form  

1.  CV (CV Europass)  
[SMITHMarc-CV.pdf] ;  
 

□  

2.   Motivation Letter  
[SMITHMarc-MOTIVATION.pdf ]  
 

□  

3. Certificate of residence 
[SMITHMarc -RESIDENCE.pdf]   
 

□ 

4. Two recommendation letters sent directly by the professors (During the 

online application procedure, the candidate can indicate two professors and their e-mail 
addresses. The indicated professors will receive two different e-mails from CLE: the first 
one will indicate the link where the professors can upload the recommendation letter. The 
second one will indicate the credentials to access the platform to upload the letter) 

 

 
□ 

 
*All documents required have to be uploaded on the application platform. At the application stage, they may 
be produced in English, Italian, French, Portuguese and Greek. 


